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Evaluation of Middle-Administrative Personnel: A C,ompunent of
The Accountability Floc:08s

Many of you I am sure read the recent announcement that Educational Testing

Service has agreed to help the New York- City schools develop an accountability system.

Henry Dyer of ETS in coimitenting on this development noted that it was more difficult

to design and implement an effective accountability system for a large school system

than it wi-Ls to put a man on the moon. It is notable that the effort in Ncw York will rot

seek to relate accountability to the actions of any one group in the system such as teachers

or principals, for example. This makes for a relatively easier task. If an evaluation

and accountability system for a specific gro:ip such as administrators wcic the task, it

would be much more difficult both from a political and research viewpoint. One could

say that if the development of an accounta,jity system concerned simply with output

measurer is as difficult as putting a on the moon, then the development of evaltuklive

and accountability systems which will relate administrators input to school output is as

great a challenge as putting a man on Mars! At the same time I am sure you will .-,;;ree

that the subject under discussion today is not one that can be avoided by educators.

In discussing the term "middle--:.drninistrative personnel" with mileages, I

discovered the expected, 'lamely, that the term has different meanings to different persons.

For purposes of the present discussion the term will refer to school principals, both

elementary and secondary. However, 'each of what is said should have implications for

other administrators. In dealing with the definition of the much used term "accountability"

I shall rely upon Webster who defines accountable as "answerable to" or "capable of giving

a reckoning." Thu', in somewhat over-simplified terms school dfttricts having a system

for evaluating principals must have capacities for getting answered a few basic questions:



What should principals 00 and why? What pleasures can be used to judge how effective

principals are in doing what they should do? In fact, how effective are they in doing what

they should do? Clearly, evaluation has to be coneernicl with all of the above questions

and specifically with the latter one. A Major output of an evaluation system should be

information necessary to judge principal effectiveness and in turn, to give. au account

to different publics concerning school objectives and results.

So much for some initial definitions. Now let me turn to some of the significant

conditions bearing upon the development and implementation of systems for evaluati»,;

and helping principals to Le accountable. Put differently, what arc some of the factors

which need to be considered by those developing evaluation systems for school principals.

First, it seems clovr that incLasing numbers of groups of individuals are pressing

for more systematic ways for evaluating principals and for licldm; schools accountable.

School superintendents and central office administrators are increasingly concerned

establishing more effective modes for evaluating heads of schools; teachers, students,

parents, and representatives of differing community groups and organisations ale also

pressing principals to account for school decisions and outcomes. Such pressures represent

a new and growing demand for more systematic middle-marrtgement evaluation in edu;ation.

A second and related condition is that principals increasingly are called upon by

students, teachers, citizens, and others to account for school results and actions. As

heads of schools, principals make decisions affecting the role and status of teachem and

they must be able to account to teachers for these decisionti. Since principals, especially

at the high school level, are increasingly confronted about questions of purpose, policy,

and procedure by students, they must be able to give a reckoning to this p-oup. As

parents and citizens, more frequently than in the past, pose searching questions about the
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operation and effectiveness of specific schools, principala are pressed to explain what

the schools are doing, why they are doing :, it, and how well they are doing it. As

principals respond to demands for accountability, they arc inevitably evaluated, at least

implicitly, by different groups. This poses a question about how informal evaluations

should 1.):.! related to formal evaluation systems in school districts.

Third, it is assumed that the current trends toward school decentralization will

continue and that these trends will have significance for evaluation and accountability

systems for principals. As decent tendene.cs evolve, school systems will

need to establish goals and guidelines which will encourage leadership and initiatiVo

in all attendance units; however, the specific objectives of differing attendaucc units

will necessarily vary because the learning needs.of students in cliff° vat schools will

differ, the cultural traditions of attendance units in different areas will be dissimilar,

the parent aspirations and concerns in different neighborhoods will be diverse, and so

forth. Because of differences such as those just noted, standard forms for evaluating

principals will no longer be entirely sufficient for school systems interested in advancing

school leadership and more effective accountability systems, More specifically, since

the learning objectives will differ from school to schcol and at different times in the same

school, sets of et iteria for evaluating principals in different schools and at different

times will necessarily differ. Thus, evaluation systems will need to help individual

schools, which have differing objectives, be accountable to their immediate dientele

and the specific neighborhoods served. This means that principals themselves will need

to play an important role in developing evaluation systems.

Fourth, it seems clear that evaluation systems can be shaped by diverse values

rind emphases even at the attendance unit level. For example, there are generally two
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intorrchted but distinguishable areas of recount ability. One area has to do more with

the principal's role in helping set sound rehool objectives and in clet,,winining priorities

among objectives. The other has to do more with the attainment of defined and established

school objectives. Since purpose setting'and prior ily determination involVOS puliiieal

processes, coping with conflict, and the making of value judgments, leadership is

inevitably ,:'squired in this area of accountability. The ossethild questions to be addressed

by these involved in this area are "what should a given school do and why?" An evaluation

system for principals must obtain data on their role in helping groups address and resolve

satisfactorily questions of purpose setting and priority determination. 'Traditionally,

schools have given considerable attention to purpose setting. They have given much less

attention to priority determination, Future evaluation systems for principals will need to

give more attention to evaluation in this arca.

The second area of accountability is concerned more with effective gomi attainment.

Evaluation systems in this area have to produce information that will enable principals

and other administrators to give an account of the extent tc which established school

objectives are in fret being achieved and the extent to which and mann.:,,r in which principals

are contributing to the attainment of school objectives, principals may exercise leadersnin

in effective goat attainment by helping implement program Innovations designed to

achieve defined objectives more effectively or they can display management and support

skills in the Implementation of existing educational policies and programs. Central

questions to be answered through an evaluation system in this area are: "To what extent

are established school objectives being achieved and in what ways and to what extent are

principals contributing to the nttainment of objectives?"
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Leaders in school systems must decide at given times if the two areas of

accountability are equally significant or if one deserves more emphasis than the other.

Sit ce them is widespread need today to clarify school objectives and to relate these to

data speoifie to attendance units, school system guidelines may very well seek systems

of cvalm lion that encourage principals to direct major attention to purpose defining and

priority (I.'termination. if purpose and priority setting hive already been dealt with

effectively in a school system, the oval cation system may be directed more toward

evaluating principal performance in relation to goal attainment.

Fifth, it is clear that there are differing Oases for evaluating principal effective-

ness and accountability. One is whether or not principals can give dew and effective

oral accounts in specific situations concerning accountability questions. Can they, for

example, speak clearly and with evidence concerning 0 a objectives and underlying

rationale of the schools they head or on the extent to which school objectives are being

achieved? Measures of effectiveness in this case will relate to the content and quality of

the principal's communication, Data for this type of evalua:ion may be o_:ained from

private interviews or from observations of principal behavior under corlitions where he

is expected to give an account, publicly, on school objectives and/or progress. Such

base for evaluation is in some ways limited. However, the leadership bei,avior involved

in this approach Is becoming increasingly important at the principalship level. In addition,

many school systems do not have ways of evaluating principals in this important area

even (bong]) citizens are pressing for greater clarity in school purpose and for more

evidence concerning school effectiveness.

Another base for evaluating principals is ac'ual performance over time related to

specified objectives. Given the assumption that a school needs to update aid re-define
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its purposes, for example, does the principal in a specified time period lead teacher,;,

students, and community personnel to a consensus concerning desired school objectives?

Or, given the decision that an innovation (e.g., individually prescribed irstruction, needs

to be implemented does the school in fact implement the innovation and is the principal

perceived as an effective supporter, facilitator, and leader in the effort.?

Finally, there are bases for evaluating how principal's behavior is perceived to

be related to gains or regressions in pupil performance. Such bases relate to the more

ultimate objectives of the school. It is difficult to assess precisely the relationship

between principal performance and student performance. IIGWOVer, inferences can be

made about these rdationships; further, teachers and administrators can certainly define

ways arc] suggest princip: I actions indirectly related to improved pup:I performance.

Measures of these actions can shed light on the degre..t to which and manner in which

principals provide suppoii. and assistance to achieve defined pupil performance objectives.

The following sample guidelines, taken from the Grand Rapids Public Schools form for

evaluating the performance of secondary school principals, is illustrative:

I. Promotes a school environment conducive to good learning and prodletive
innovat ion.

2. Procures and provides for effective use of instructional materials,
equipment, and supplies.

3. Plans and encourages meaningful inservice grov-th.

Sixth, the. scientific bases of education, management , and leadership are insufficient

to ensure InfalliLe evaluative judgments about principal effectiveness. To be sure there

are those who postulate a theoretical capability for evaluating the impact that principals

have upon pupil performance. Stephen Parr°, for example, made the following observation



in fln interesting article published in the December, 1970 issue of the Phi Delta Kappan. 1

"....school administrators can be held accountable. for relative levels of
pupil performance in their schools to the extent that the outcomes are not
attributable to pupil, teacher or classroom characteristics and school
variables that they cannot control. The question is, having adju3ted for
differences in pupil and teacher inputs and having taken account of other
characteristics of the schools, are there unexplained differences among
schools that can be attributed to differences in the quality of school
leadership and administration?"

The logic of Basso's position is very persuasive. Practically, however, edLIcation

has not yet achieved sufficiently powerful research designs and methodologies to determine

the direct and precise effects of administrative behavior on pupil performance. Given

such a circumstance, it ,would seem necessary to rely upon more intermediate criteria

for evaluating principals, including indirect measures of the principal's contributions to

desired pupil performance. Since evaluation systems for principals cannot be based upon

absolute criteria, they must remain open both to new evidence on performance and to

adjustments in evaluative judgments.

We can conclude, then, that a number of conditions need to be considered by those

interested in implementing new or in improving existing systems of evaluation for

principals. These conditions may be summarized briefly as follows.:

1. Vlore is a growing and visible press on the part of various publics for better

systems of evaluation and accountability for school principals.

2. A variety of groups and individuals arc examining the purposes and process

of schools and are visibly engaged In the informal evaluation of school principals.

!Stephen Harm. "An Approach to Developing Accountability Measut es for the Public
Schools" Phi Delta '<appall, December, 1970, p. 200.
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3, There is growing interest in and trends toward school decentral 4ati on

4. Evaluation systems reflect the values and purposes of school systems; they

may, for expmplc, encourage purpose setting, priority determination, program i»nry,..:Th,-;,

and other lead,n-ship behaviors on the part of principals or they may give greater

to the effective administration of schools within a frainework of existing policies, prely:nns,

and resources.

5. There are differ, at bases for evaluation and accountability systems for

principals; verbal efforts in specific situatic.is to account for the whats, whys, how veft:,

and the wherefores of a given school; the extent to which a given priority °We:Aive cst iblkh. d

by a school is achieved over specified time periods; ar d the ways in which principals

indirectly contribute or do not contribute to effective pupil tr --,.ess generally.

6. The science education, management, and leadership is not sufficiently

developed to ensure infallible systems of evaluation.

Clearly, there are important action implications which stem from the conditions

just noted. Some of the conditions, such as growing public interest in accountability,

encourage the development of evaluation systems. Other conditions, such as inadequate

knowledge of education and leadership, constrain the development of offectivc evaluation

systems. Among the action implications of interest to those involved In implementing

evaluaticn systems arc the following:

(1) If more effective formal evaluation and accountability systems fel' principals

are to be achieved, school superintendents and central office personnel hill need to tali

the lead in bringing about the establishment of these systems.

(2) Evaluation 'Ind accountability systems, if they are to be responsible to public

interests, will need to be supported by plans for communication systems which effectively

link school and community personnel.
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(3) School systems instituting evaluation :111,-1 accountability systems in a climate

of grown , citizen interest will need to be prepared to rexcal both the positive and negative

aspects of school achievement.

(1) An importaht tunic of school system leaders is that of defining the general

role of school pritg.,-.i;,als in ways that will encourage initiative and leadership.

(3) Principals will need to take a greater leadership role in helping get formulated

objectives which are unique to given schools; these objectives will need to be based in part

upon data specific to given school populations and attendance areas.

(6) Representative students, teachers, and parents should be encouraged by

principals to participate in the setting of school objectives.

The central office of school systems will need to place less emphasis upon

standardized evaluation forms and more emphasis upon evaluation that is adapted to the

unique objectives of individual schools.

(8) Principals will need to have a significant role in specifying the critria for

evaluating achievements in the schools they head; they will also need to involve staffs

in establishing the measures by which school nide\ ,,ment will be evaluated.

(9) Systems for evaluating principals should be open to new evidence and to a

re-evaluation of existing- evidence under circumstances where principals hclicve evaluative

judgments arc inadequate or unjust.

In sum, then, we have outlined a number of significant conditions b:-.!;o:ng upon

principal evaluation and accountability and have dekced certma guidelines from these

conditions which are designed to be pertinent to school districts interested in establishii;;-

evaluation systems fo,- middle managers.

JO

The argument throughout is shut evaluation systems
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inevitably reflect the values and aspirations of school districts. These values may

reflect much more of an orientation toward effective handling of the status quo or they

may reflect a posture of effective efforts to improve the status quo. We strongly believe

that cyLluation systems for principals should be designed with the explicit objective

of stimulating leadership and improvement efforts.

***
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